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In this comprehensive portrait of horrors definitive director, Tony Williams ties George A. Romero's films to
the development of literary naturalism and American culture, expanding the artist's creative footprint beyond
his mastery of the "splatter movie" genre. Williams locates Romero's influences in the work of Emile Zola,

the Entertainment Comics of the 1950s, and the novels of Stephen King, revealing the interdisciplinary depth
of his seminal films Night of the Living Dead (1968), Creepshow (1982), Monkey Shines (1988), and The
Dark Half (1992). For this second edition, Williams reads Romero's Bruiser (2000) against his more recent
Land of the Dead (2005) and takes a fresh look at Diary of the Dead (2007) and Survival of the Dead (2009),

two overlooked films that feature Romero's greatest achievements yet.
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Romero Knight of the Living Dead is the first indepth study in English of the career of this foremost auteur
working at the margins of the Hollywood mainstream in the horror genre. With George A. Hello Select your
address Best Sellers Todays Deals Electronics Gift Ideas Customer Service Books New Releases Home

Computers Gift Cards Coupons Sell Here at the Cinema Degeneration Network we are bringing you a variety
of shows dedicated to specific film genres and topics including horror grindhouse foreign and independent
films including others that are near and dear to us. Get this from a library The cinema of George A. George
Andrew Romero was an AmericanCanadian filmmaker writer. Romeros films to the development of literary
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naturalism and American culture expanding the artists creative footprint beyond his mastery of the splatter
movie genre. Romero Knight of the Living Dead is the first indepth study in English of the career of this
foremost auteur working at the margins of the Hollywood mainstream in the. Read reviews from worlds
largest community for readers. In placing Romeros oeuvre in the context of literary naturalism the book

explores the relev. The Cinema of George A.
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